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To capture moments of connection.
Record time past,
and yet to come.
See the world in its
beauty
pain
anger
laughter
love
And to understand.
Find the present,
in the palm of our hands.
Travel to places lost,
and yet to be seen.
And share...
Our Verse.
The stories of life...
Together.
This is our purpose.
-Our Verse Magazine
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THE WINDOW
POETRY BY LARA COLRAIN

It’s hard to write a poem,
to chase an enigma;
a play of words
that soak into eyes and roll off
tongues.
I tried once,
twice,
a thousand times
to find the right articulacy
of synonyms and antonyms
of similes and metaphors
of form, rhythm, meter, and
rhyme.
When, in fact,
the verses were simple;
all I had to do was look up:
for show me a prettier poem than
a window.
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POETRY BY MICHAEL PARRINO
It
Of
To
In

must be the petals
a flower that has fallen
the ground after a shower
the Spring that are Calling...

The morning breeze awakens
Through the trees as branches shake
Colored leaves in endless patterns
Soar beneath as they escape...
It must be lovely weather
Cold encounters winter sweaters
Clouds of blue and countless
treasures
Found on ends of trails wherever...
Rivers run until they wither
Never slowing growing bigger
Giving God
Our gift of prayer...
Must be our Source of Answers Shared
Forever,

Salvatore

IT MUST
BE
Pictured: Mt. Shasta, CA
Artist: Unzila Chowdhury
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ARTIST'S CORNER

SABRINA AFRIN
COVER ARTIST

What is your basic background (Do you go to school, where you do work/live, etc)?
I live in Dhaka, Bangladesh and I’m currently in my last semester of undergraduate
studies at the Independent University, Bangladesh, majoring in Media and Communication.
When did you start your photography?
I started photography after getting my first smart phone in 2010, when I was in the 9th
grade. I was always fascinated with nature but I’d shoot anything I thought looked
interesting.
Did you attend schooling for it?
When I started I didn’t know much about photography basics, and I still consider myself
as a student of photography. I would just take photos in any way I wanted, with weird
framing and no idea of the technicalities, just clicking as I see it! So I guess I
learned from exploring and experimenting.
What opportunities or struggles have you had/faced to get where you are now?
Everyone goes through difficult times and sometimes it’s hard for people to describe
their struggle in words. When I was young, my mother passed away and my mental health
deteriorated as I was too young to take care of myself. During that time, the only thing
I used to do was take photos and manipulate them as an expression of my thoughts and
feelings. I guess I was just trying to find some sanity in an insane world.
Where do you see yourself going from here?
Honestly, I haven’t give much thought to this. I have plans regarding my academic and
professional career but as for my art, I have always done it for the sake of itself so
didn’t actually give it a second thought.
What advice or message would you like to give future artists?
I believe that nobody can teach you how to become an artist or a photographer or anything
else – they can only tell you the process of how they did it or share their journey. So
for any future artists, I have but only one advice right now: “Be true to yourself.
Remember there is no right or wrong; do it and see what happens. Salvador Dali once said
‘Have no fear of perfection – you will never reach it’ so keep trying and don’t give up.”
What did you seek to portray with the cover photo?
I came up with this photo after watching a Spanish drama film called ‘The Sea Inside’
written and directed by Alejandro Amenábar, one of my most favorite directors. The film
is based on the true story of a man who is bed ridden for nearly thirty years and seeks
permission from the court to die. The close up cinematography, long shots and the
aesthetics of Amenábar’s film-making dragged me into the character’s consciousness and
feel his despair. This movie was an experience to me. I was thinking of the ocean so I
used the blue color in the background and that figure lying in a desert represents the
loneliness.
Find me on Instagram: @sabrina__afrin
https://www.instagram.com/sabrina__afrin/
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POETRY BY EMMA MEYERS
He had never hit me before.
That doesn’t mean anything.
I have been hit before.
Apparently that doesn’t mean anything.
I hear all of her thoughts and she is
not ready to die.
I could disappear without pain, and
come back when she saw someone beautiful
or easy.
She says that I am depraved.
Useless detour in the desert in the
dark.
There is a baseball bat in the trunk.
The surgical scar on the man’s arm does
not limit his strength.
He could beat her to death.
He at least wants to marry into a life
with other kids to come.
Her backpack is full of pencils.
Later in life, BBC America and the
internet and well-meaning boys taught
her to use them as weapons.
I own nothing.
Razors are also in the backpack.
They were brought to hurt us.

Artist: Jamel Lewis

CAR
CRASH IN
SEVENTHS
04

Her mother is a sous chef who watched
her baby be cut in half.
She cooks me in spite of the man who
served her leftovers.
He eats it behind the wheel.
It is not a car crash as much as a train
wreck.
Collision of two bodies.
Massive and powerful women.
I sting the road.

A
MORNING
STORY

WORDS BY NICOLA GALLI
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY THE AUTHOR
It’s in the morning, when the day begins, that I feel
the need to write, to translate emotions and
necessities into words; it is when I feel it stronger
than any other time of the day.
At dawn, when the day starts to be less dark, waking
up, routine breaks in. Gesture repetitions like
preparing breakfast, opening windows, swiping up dead
skin cells from the face, dressings up, kissing,
kissing, going out, underground, faces, train, office,
desk. This sequence is so solid and known that all its
shadows should already be explored, no surprises,
known are the faces of the casual passengers that
cross their lives with mine.
What amazes me is that it’s not like this, every
morning I see other details, other tones. Outside
home, air whirling filled with CO2 flavor is different
from yesterday, and so my steps are. I go below the
level of the road jumping onto the wettish blinking of
neon lights stuck in the middle of third-age plastic
cups hanging from the roof, only wall adverts are
young.
My train is approaching, I run
into it before the doors slam
behind my back just like a razor,
a blade, a guillotine. I start
reading
A
Russian
Novel
by
Emmanuel Carrère, just where I
stopped yesterday, it’s page 77.
I raise my eyes and I see tired
faces, probably because it’s
Friday and we all are, tired,
endlessly
tired,
inevitably
irremediably hopelessly
and unsolutionably tired.
At this
students
workers,
commuter

time of the day I see
and Ceylonese domestic
bricklayers and
workers only.

I switch from the underground to
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the
surface
railway,
it’s
Lambrate
station, where the twisting and turning of
free air is never-ending and where we, the
relics, are always dragged inside.
My eyes stare at the bodies of all these
daily travelers rolling down the stairs
and trembling on tapis roulant and
escalators, still enslaved to the lack of
sleep. Their moving bodies merge in one
single bluish and greenish blur, brownstripped canvas patch kaleidoscopically
developing from all whens to the heart of
the underground station.
It’s a show, a mise-en-scène, like
watching all the people crossing Shibuya
square in Tokyo, a huge flock of starling
whirling in the sky at the beginning of
autumn. Images that make every morning
precious, showing me how life is never
banal and never nowhere.
How time is never wasted or empty.
How it’s never been like that.
In the meantime, as all the details of
this portrait become life, the sun starts
to paint colours over girls’ dressed
bodies just as they reach Romolo stop,
ready for a second breakfast. When they
will be at the bar sipping their
cappuccino, probably the sky is already
grey again, for sure the music in their
earphones remains poor and shabby.
Trundling towards my destination, Milan is
getting thinner at its outskirts, shorter
and crawling among grass and water, back
to the origins of its name, changing
shape, becoming a less charming and
fascinating
something,
losing
itself
through less industrious shapes. It is the
triumph of the occupation of space that
leaves no trace in society.
Rare is the sense of beauty, it disappears
among the piles of rubble and rubbish that
anticipate San Cristoforo and the ruins of
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a never opened shopping centre announcing
the fringes of Corsico.
While my train tiredly stretches to the
suburbs of the big city I feel the almight
of cars, they are everywhere, parked by
the sidewalk, inside garages, moving, tore
down to being blackened tangles of iron
cartilages, abandoned dashed kidnapped
precipitated
defeated
hidden
metallic
bones at the open air besides the
Ortomercato, where a huge mountain made of
broken black plastic crates marks the
horizon, like the Everest of emptiness,
vanished vitamins, only synthetic rafts
remain.
This is my trip over Milan skin, sometimes
I do it in its entrails, when I can
measure the borders of the morning using
the clock needles or the numbers pulsing
from the oven digital display. When
knowing if it’s hour.05 or hour.07 defines
my relationship with the world. When life
breaks in with all its load of delays and
dates and repetitions.
So when I do not want to guess how wide is
the delay of my train or calculate the
difference from what my Ikea clock is
indicating and the time of the rest of the
world, I choose to become worm, to go
under the soil, a meat-worm inside a
steel-worm.
7am-ish air is breezy and sharp, that
little warmth brought with me from home
has already gone after a few steps outside
the door, a deep breath while diving into
the mass of people roaming all around the
city, headphones on, Verdena’s Nova’s in
my ears.
Just a few minutes and I’m underground,
chthonic hidden action, mobile crypt.
My convoy
red line,
so exotic
stolen, so

to Bisceglie terminus, on the
has just crept in and it looks
like the place whose name is
full of promises of sea, sun,

good food, southern laziness while, to my
disappointment it is just bringing me to
the west part of Milan where everything is
much less seductive.
Faces faces faces, many are the faces
swapping and exchanging in and out of the
wagon spreading themselves among its
covered surface, making it empty or full
or half both. Enormous Ukrainian mamushki,
Philippine domestic workers, laborers of
all uniforms and duties, tiny little
Japanese schoolboys with their heavy
leather backpacks like little soldiers, an
enormous and sweet colored mom with her
little baby all dressed in white, like a
blinding sight.
When I reach the final stop on the red
line I quickly walk to reach up to the
surface of the world, a zig-zag path leads
me to the light. My Magic Bus no.327 is
waiting for me and it is getting filled up
with teenagers heading to school. Boys and

Milan, Italy
Artist: @savvybackpacker
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girls all sticking on their mobile phone,
while speaking about boys (the girls) and
about football (the boys). This suburban
area of Milan is already awake while the
bus gently floats besides the immense
Vodafone
HQ
buildings,
impenetrable
labyrinths of glass, concrete and chaos. A
turn, another one, a stop, other faces,
other
sights,
students
reach
their
classrooms and I look at them while they
leave their seats in a swarm, I admire
their scornful way to measure the world,
their attitude, wondering how they are in
ten years’ time, thinking about how
different I was at their age during my
teen years in my countryside hometown. How
everything was different then, so much
different.
I can see the railway road running in
parallel to the bus trail, I’m now on a
long boulevard whose sides are crowded
with shops which are its measure unit. The
track starting in Lorenteggio is a never-

ending
sequence
of
plants,
outlets, bars and supermarkets.

factory

Where brooms once were sold now kitchens
are; alone and parked in front of the
closed door of the furniture shop is a
Smart car painted camouflage, dripping
damp from the glasses and the curves of
its body. A fine slipped between the wiper
and the front windshield slowly curls up
croaking, bowing down to the sun.
Sale point, trade chances, big concrete
boxes inside of which other boxes are.
Superstores named with trunk or hybrid
names:
Unieuro,
Lube,
Rocalè,
Iperceramica,
Odontosicura,
Demas,
Bimbostore, Febal, Ceripav, Ciemme, Lask,
Ikea. It is like a new tongue almost born
or still under elaboration, mixed. Midway
between barbarism and the first wailings
of civilization or between barbarism and
failure in a downward spiral with no end
at sight, whose present and future are
made of cash receipts. Or maybe, am I
watching a new linguistic and cultural
experiment? The birth of a new tongue,
shrunk, hasty, with no time left?
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Big blocks of flats follow each other at
the SS494 highway sides, some satellite
antennas are hanging from the small
squared balconies telling me that there
live people coming from very far. Large
and wide facades have just been re-tiled
(like a snake changes its skin, these are
reptiled buildings), others are painted
with as large and wide colorful waves,
waiting for a big tsunami to destroy their
ugliness, overwhelm this sensation of
sticky falling CO2-flavoured dust.
The air is silver pale now, my morning
tale has come to its end while I cross the
gate that leads me to the office; this is
an ineluctable moment, the start of
another
story,
other
rituals,
other
breaths, feelings, words.

ARTIST'S CORNER

NICOLA GALLI
When did you start writing?
I started writing around the age of 17-18yo I believe… I remember that it
started by mixing unrequited love feelings with the sound of the word
‘maelström’. The two things clicked together, it was like a spark.
Did you attend schooling or are you self-taught?
I attended secondary school in my hometown of Soresina, northern Italy, and
the university in Milan (faculty of Political Science). I have always enjoyed
studying, especially literature, history and foreign languages.
What is your basic background (where did you grow up, what work have you done,
etc.)?
I was born in Cremona and lived in Soresina until the age of 38yo, then I
moved to Milan where I live now. There I got married with Astrid and had my
son Zeno. I have always worked in the Procurement field. Artistically, I have
done many poetry readings with friends in Cremona and surroundings,
photography and visual arts exhibitions, shows and performances, released some
poems on local magazines.
What opportunities or struggles have you had/faced to get where you are now?
The main opportunity I found in my life was to study foreign languages. It is
an unparalleled tool to enter the magnificence of life and the diversity of
cultures, people, heritages. The hardest struggle was to find a job enabling
me to be independent.
Where do you see yourself going from here?
Close to my family and seeing my son grow strong and enthusiastic as he’s
doing now. I’d love to see my words read by as many people as possible.
What advice or message would you like to give future artists?
Never be afraid of being outrageous, disturbing, mind-expanding, against rules
and habits while you express yourself. Never be afraid of telling your story,
be it with words, colours, stone, music, dance. Let the world come into your
art and make it a better place.
What message do you mostly seek to portray through your writing?
I don’t know if I have a specific message… I think that through my words I
portray my vision of life in real eyesight terms. It is my opinion that
literature lies everywhere, I just need to put together all the dots and put
the story on the paper. I am very curious, and I ask myself the whys and hows
of everything, that’s why even the most ordinary thing is uncanny to me.
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"Poplars, Clouds"

ARTIST: CHRISTOPHER WOODS
Christopher Woods is a writer and photographer who lives in Chappell Hill, Texas.
He has published a novel, THE DREAM PATCH, a prose collection, UNDER A RIVERBED
SKY, and a book of stage monologues for actors, HEART SPEAK. His photographs can
be
seen
in
his
galleries:
http://christopherwoods.zenfolio.com/,
https://www.instagram.com/dreamwood77019/ His photography prompt book for writers,
FROM VISION TO TEXT, is forthcoming from PROPERTIUS PRESS. His novella, HEARTS IN
THE DARK, is forthcoming from RUNNING WILD PRESS.
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POETRY BY
GARBRIEL ÒGÚNGBADÉ
it’s true,
there is happiness
where there is
ignorance…
we paid for
this burden;
this hardening.
--raised a bonfire
of our timid
adolescence.
shed our shell
of comfort.

we’ve worked
our bodies
into early
wrinkles,
into debts,
into stuffy
rooms and
ignored
messages.
into feverish
mornings and
rehearsed
expressions.

It’s the way
a seed must
destroy itself
to sprout.

into lives
we barely
recognise.

--

--

there is a
game we
all must
play.
cages
we ought to
learn to
adore,
anticipate,
tolerate.

we snuggle
a lot.
we don’t say
much.
[evening walks.
holding hands.
snide remarks].

-met an old
flame,
she smiles
with caution
now.
[the girl I know
stuffed deep
inside an insecure
woman] …

we don’t need
to say much;
we’re both
people.
trapped
in the storm.
stealing moments
of peace.

-teach me not
to worry,
she once said.
the gods speak
to us in
coincidences,
I told her.
-the Wednesday
morning births
slowly above
me.
cricket song.
my throat
feels like
gravel and dust.
hens cuckooing
awake.
a town
yawning
awake.
each dawning
day is a new
challenge.
but it’s not
so bad,
won’t hurt
much.
I can lean
on her.
for now.

THE GIRL I
KNOW
57

ARTIST'S CORNER

GABRIEL ÒGÚNGBADÉ
When did you start writing poetry?
I wrote my first handful of crappy poems in 2015. They’ll never see the light
of day, fortunately.
Did you attend schooling or are you self-taught?
I’m self-taught. A book termite. I read and wrote and wrote and read-- the
rejections are my reminders. They force me to remember that there is a
journey, and that we all must face our personal tigers... The cuts heal, scar.
Then a hard skin slowly grows… Uneducated writers need reinforcements to
survive the storm.
What is your basic background (where did you grow up, what work have you done,
etc.)?
I grew up in Suburban Lagos, Nigeria. Neighbourhood kids and I pulled tons of
adventurous mischief. The early days were stuffed with ignorance, bliss, sweat
and timid curiosity… I discovered books in my early teens— was obsessed,
transformed. Never stopped reading after I picked up that colourful paperback
of ‘Robinson Crusoe’. Recently completed my first feature-length screenplay
titled ‘bubblegum’. Pushing hard into the next (outlined and indexed)… I’m
currently searching for a home for my debut poetry collection ‘all the places
we don’t want to go’. . . Written a handful of ‘kinda promising’ short films;
shooting a 7 page screenplay this November (2020)… I manage an obscure
Instagram page where I write and post spontaneous (minimalist) poetry
‘@arabambee’.
What opportunities or struggles have you had/faced to get where you are now?
Poetry (and art) are my saving grace, my Sisyphean burden. I spent ten months
in uni hanging out, drinking, flirting and most importantly, writing poetry. I
wrote much of my collection ‘all the places we don’t want to go’ in this
period. Squeezed in a feature-length screenplay for good measure… All that
productivity, and the reward? I was kicked out of school for not doing school
work… Uni was never going to work, truer if I was stuck there studying
Zoology, unable to transfer departments... Hence, I wrote myself out of uni.
Bad news all around. But there’s a sure-fire silver-lining; uni pressures you
into survival mode. All the necessities are boiled down to the essential. One
is worked into stress and vitamin deficiency. Luckily, these were the exact
conditions I needed to explore my craft without restrictions. And explore I
did. And create I did.
Where do you see yourself going from here?
I create non-stop. I plan to do this until I drop dead (literally)… I see
myself manifesting some (maybe all) of my pending projects. Riding that
trajectory to wherever the future leads.
What advice or message would you like to give future artists?
…don’t try. and if you do try, go all the way… Dream wild and know that there
are sacrifices, tributes to pay (to the cosmic)… Hold your ground and scream
beauty into the world. No one can do art like you do art.
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What message do you mostly seek to portray through your writing?
My art should be approached as an emotional reaction to reality. A medium to
provide language to those feelings we can’t express. The little moments that
slip by us. (My spiritual perspective informs my worldview). As such, I don’t
seek to portray a message, per se. My desire is to make our humanity something
shared, something felt. Articulating my introspective discoveries of the human
condition and immortalising them.

I think the first time I fell in love was when
love presented me,
Lyrics of a song from The Local train:
A band I was introduced by love.
The second time it was when love shooed away to
Stand for a picture with me,
Third time it was when love nestled in my lap
Like a troubled confused friend,
Who just needed some help with solitude.
Men and women express of the times they fall in
love,
But when I look back,
I notice I was falling for the same person
In
a
breathe
at
times
I
least
noticed/calculated!
So often we fall in love with not the person but
that LOVE all over again and again,
And then Love is just perfect and it should not
be.
And so it falls apart...
I have these experiences that end
that had a beginning but then end,
And I ask myself when will I narrate these wise
lessons to my grandchildren?
I do not have any grandchildren, come-on!
And so I narrate these to you,
Because I am an old soul trapped in a trendy
generation,
And I am so lost without connection,
Trust me I am not talking about Wi-fi,
But that intimate connection with LOVE,
And I think so are you!
So, you relate and navigate looking for love
stories to climb
those days and months in your calendar,
With hope in your eyes,
And joy in your heart,
With excitement while your phone rings,
Because your favourite emotion of Love arrives,
Or a stranger conversation!
Because you never know,
When love knows you,
And you do not know Love!
And so, you go back to trace when did love knock
on your door,
When did the magic happen?
When did you look at the mirror and think
crazily?
Only about that one person, one person, one
person.
And while all this search starts,
You will know,
You have LOVE with you and you with LOVE.
And so, you start a knowing towards LOVE.

POETRY BY AGNES XAVIER

WHEN WE DON'T KNOW LOVE
57

The profound love of
today
Becomes the buried
wound of tomorrow
That's masked by
A laugh
And later
Evolves into a cry.

POETRY BY KIM
YUDELOWITZ

Kim expresses the grief from her
father's untimely death at the age of 16
through the poetry she writes in his
remembrance. To see more of her work
check out her social media @poetrybykim
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CODE OF SILENCE
POETRY BY FELICIA BUONOMO
Caught in the brittle branches
of my fears,
amidst
the
blustering
of
your
windstorms,
I gaze at you from across the river.
A distance of centuries separates the
two of us,
poised on a balance scale
overflowing with grief.
You chastise me like a fault
from an unknown past.
With the oxygen taken
from my forced breathlessness
you thrust me into the raging river,
which does not forgive the helplessness
of its unseasoned navigator.
Even the rain is more substantial than I
am.
Wasted away with melancholy
I see its impact on the greenery.
And I compare it to my own impact.
My pulse has been made infirm
By every blow borne in silence.

57

stars glow a lonesome light tonight
fairies fleeting with the fireflies
dusk and dawn does seem dark a while
tomorrow's morning star will be sunrise
alone I was waiting here all night
cold and quivering a storm in sight
where the winter's long the songs never end
there the pipers pay their people's debts
pray my sudden season's change
won’t end our time before I'm crowned to reign
where do the wild things go to bathe?
where do the creatures of the night escape?
the fields and forests flood in rain
painted plants bleed the color of pain

(COLOR OF
PAIN)
POETRY BY WASEF MUSTAFA

if I break don't dissipate from me
would you even try to save you and me?
would you say sorry instead and be gone forever more?
such a sullen scene to see seems it's best to never know
'tis no surprise for you and I
come together and break off to decide
going wrong in all directions our demons desire
realized real life's a lied seduction in the mind
there is a light which doesn't die
one which glows inside of you and I
troubled times come in our lives to be overcome again
posed as pleasure poise and play not the palest of pain
pray my sudden season's change
reunites us both forever and our rivers in rain
here the wild things bathe for
here the creatures of the night can
their only cavern floods in
painted walls of fire the color of

days
stay
rain
pain

had I known you'd dissipate from me
wouldn't have tried so hard to remind you of me
would've said goodbye instead to be gone forever more
such a special scene to see seems it's best to never show
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THE UNSILENCED
POETRY BY LARA COLRAIN
It starts with a strike;
a match of burnt-orange flame
whose lip catches straw
and blows.
In the breathing furnace,
can you hear them roar?
The sons and daughters;
the unsilenced,
the unfettered voices ripe to the core.
Skin peels off
like time-flecked paintwork,
as the Scythe waits by His red door,
and streets drown in uniformed alabaster.
But the cries live on,
“Evermore!”:
their echoes embalmed with the
hearts of children

Artist: Jamel Lewis
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POETRY BY UNZILA CHOWDHURY
I left no stones unturned on my path in
search of God. On the edges of the road
taken, I found life in the heroic,
brightest
green,
sprouting
proudly
despite the heavy weight it holds above
its head. Whitman called the grass, "The
handkerchief of the Lord." I must be on
the right path then, I figured.

Artist:
Christopher Woods

I looked for God behind the floats of
clouds.
Peeked
through
the
narrow
openings
where
the
sunbeam
spills
through; embellishing the world in
shafts of bright gold. I heard that the
sun beat everyone else in a contest and
became an ornament on God's hand, while
the clouds gave Hafiz's soul the idea to
soar up like a "winged diamond." I must
be looking at the right places I
thought.
I ran for miles but in seven circles,
ran up and down from one mountain to
another, wrapped my neck in beads till I
reached a cross and then suddenly the
moon
shined
its
most
illuminating
blessing upon the world and yet a
shooting star I wished upon took home
the prize of its luminosity.
I asked the star how it's moving
death for millions of years and
responded, "The same way you will
and be found in roots of trees, in
smell of the rain, in the hearts
those that still beat, the same way
pray to a god that you cannot see."

in
it
die
the
of
you

And then the sky unveiled across the
seven seas to show that God is grass and
the branches and leaves. It's the lines
in my hand and the veins on my feet, the
mole on my cheek and the gap in between
my teeth. It's the dust left behind by
the stars that once lived, the beam of
the sun and its hues of yellow and pink.
The anger in my voice and feelings of
jealousy, the love in my soul and my
imperfect beauty.
"Along a Road"
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NOTES ABOUT OUR CONTRIBUTORS
Agnes Xavier: Stories are what connect the world and this universe is a poem Agnes dreams
on. Guilty for being a deep thinker, Agnes has formed a committed relationship with her
books and writings. She if often stargazing with coffee on most nights and a bespectacled
smiling human during the day! You can find more of her writing in her portfolio:
https://agnesxvr0.wixsite.com/website-4
To
see
more
of
her
work
head
to
her
YouTube
Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/agnesxavier1 or check out her most active social media
profile on Instagram: @nocturnalpassion
Felicia Buonomo: Felicia Buonomo is an Italian journalist. Some of her video-reportage
have featured on the Italian national RAI television. Her poems have appeared in various
Italian literary magazines. She' s author of the essay “Pasolini profeta” (Mucchi
Editore, 2011), the book-reportage “I bambini spaccapietre. Linfanzia negata in Benin”
(Aut Aut Edizioni, 2020) and the poetry collection “Cara catastrofe” (Miraggi Edizioni,
2020). She directs the poetry editorial series “Récit” for Aut Aut Edizioni.
Lara Colrain: Lara is Editor in Chief at Feather and Ink Editing Services. She is a
widely published author in poetry and fiction. She currently lives and works with her
family in Tasmania, Australia. To see more of her work and to contact her about her
editing services find her on Instagram @featherink_editing or on her website
http://featherandink-editing.com/.
Emma Meyers: Emma is a published author, artist, and poet. She has been featured in such
publications as Women's History, The Ibis Eye, and The Decameron Project. To see more of
her work, be sure to visit her Instagram page @em.or.mey
Jamel Lewis: Jamel is a dynamic 25 year old self taught visual artist based in Norfolk,
VA. He operates as a photographer. He has a passion for street photography as well as
being well versed promotional brand work, event work, and behind the scenes work. Jamel’s
true love for photography is heavily inspired by the work of great photographer Jamel
Shabazz and also plays a major role in the constant need for his work to showcase the
rawness and authenticity of street settings and those who are subject to the lifestyle of
such settings. Showing little to no regard for what’s “trendy” or what others may think,
J. Lewis sets himself apart from the masses which allows him to consistently bring his
own unique perspective to any and every project. Jamel leverages his abilities to
ultimately use his work as a scope of the world from his own view, hopefully as a way of
providing insight to something…different than what you may be accustomed to seeing on a
daily basis. Think different. See different. Be different… To see more of his work check
out his website at jamellewis.co
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